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                What is a Ryokan? Ryokans are the best way to experience Japanese culture and enjoy the true comforts of Japanese hospitality and service.
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                Hot Springs(Onsen)

                Hot springs have a very long history in Japan, and they are an intimate part of Japanese culture. There are over 3,000 "onsen" ,or hot springs, in Japan. Many can be found at the ryokans available on Japanese Guest Houses.
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    Choose your destination.

    Select an area of Japan you wish to visit to search for Japanese Guest Houses or Ryokans in the area.
	
 


    			
    







    	Deluxe Ryokans
	Search by Map



    
		
			 
			For a very special stay where each step you make wows you

Take a look at our curated selection of high end Ryokans throughout Japan.

			Luxury awaits!

			

		

	

    
		



	Hokkaido
	Tohoku
	Kanto
	Chubu
	Kansai
	Shikoku
	Chugoku
	Kyushu
	Okinawa


Japan has eight beautiful regions rich in culture and diversity. Select a region to explore and view available ryokans.
     
    



 


Please enter the Ryokan name or Destination you are looking for in the search box above
















    

Popular Destinations

Seasonal Offers

Hot Springs (Onsen)


    

    

	Shojoshin-in - on Koyasan
	Shirakawago-Shimizu - in Shirakawa-go
	Momijiso - in Myajima
	Sanga Ryokan - In Kurokawa
	Sumiyoshi - in Takayama
	Shimosagaya - in Tsumago
	Goyomon - in Ainokura
	Rengejo-in - on Koyasan
	Iwaso - in Myajima
	Kanja - in Shirakawa-go
	Yutouya Ryokan - in Kinosaki
	ZZ_Tamahan - in Kyoto
	Heianbo - in Kyoto
	Fujioto - in Tsumago
	Kidoya - in Shirakawa-go






	KYOTO: Old Imperial Capital
	MT KOYA: Spiritual Side of Japan
	MIYAJIMA: 3 of the Most Scenic Locations 
	HAKONE: Popular Hot Spring Area
	TAKAYAMA: Architecture & Artistry
	TSUMAGO: Nakasendo Trail and Old Japan
	TOKYO: Ultra Modern Japan
	NARA: First Permanent Capital from 710 AD
	NYUTO ONSEN: Northern Wonderland
	MT FUJI: Volcanic Views
	YUDANAKA ONSEN: Snow Monkeys and Hot Springs
	KUROKAWA ONSEN: Traditional Hot Springs
	HIROSHIMA: a City of Peace & Resilience
	KANAZAWA: Samurai and Noble Homes
	KINOSAKI ONSEN: Crab and Hot Springs
	GERO ONSEN: Hot Spring Resort
	KURASHIKI: Quaint Canal District
	TAKARAGAWA ONSEN: Traditional Hot Spring
	NOBORIBETSU: Hot springs in Hokkaido






	


	Iwaso
	Description: Luxurious ryokan in Miyajima
	LEARN MORE
	




 
 
  

   

 


 
  



	

		

        



        Getting You Into the Japanese Culture 
Click Here to plan your custom tour 
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        Hyogo-ken Chijitoroku Ryokogyo 3-609 

	(Hyogo Prefecture Travel Agent License Number 3-609)

	10-5-401-1-(2) Sakae-machi, Kawanishi-shi, Hyogo-ken Japan


    	Part of the Rediscover Group of Travel Companies Rediscover Japan Co., Ltd. (Japanese Guest Houses)


        Website Design & Marketing by: Douglas Marketing Group


    



    

